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Conversational English Tibetan Dictionary
This most current Tibetan-English dictionary surpasses existing dictionaries in both scope and comprehensiveness.
In this volume the author has dealt with both literary and colloquial Tibetan mostly in use around Lhasa. The important and elusive subjects of Pronunciation and spelling are given on
principle more systematic and accurate treatment highlighting the subtle distinctions. The so-called Verb has also been elaborately treated keeping in view the genius of the Tibetan
sentence, the construction of which is unique.
A Tibetan-English Dictionary
Essay Towards a Dictionary Tibetan and English. Prepared with the Assis Tance of Bande Sangs-Rgyas Phun-Tshogs
An Ethno-history of Ladakh
Indian Books in Print
A Traveler's Guide
"Based on three slightly differently organised manuscripts"--P. [7]
mutual interdependance. The second half of the book discusses, amongst
Reorganization of English in Secondary Schools
With Special Reference to the Prevailing Dialects, to which is Added an English-Tibetan Vocabulary
English-Tibetan Dictionary of Modern Tibetan
Prepared, with the Assistance of Bandé Sangs-rgyas Phun-tshogs, a Learned Láma of Zangskár
English Tibetan Colloquial Dictionary
The Manual of Standard Tibetan presents the everyday speech of Lhasa as it is currently used in Tibet and among the Tibetan diaspora. It not only places the language in its natural context but also highlights along the way key aspects of Tibetan civilization and Vajrayana Buddhism. The Manual,
which consists of forty-one lessons, is illustrated with many drawings and photographs and also includes two informative political and linguistic maps of Tibet. Two CDs provide an essential oral complement to the manual. A detailed introduction presents a linguistic overview of spoken and written
Tibetan.
The Primary Purpose Of The Present Dictionary Is To Provide Full And Accurate Definitions Of The Vocabulary Used In Current Publications In The Tibetan Language, Especially By Those In Communist China.
Grammar of Colloquial Tibetan
Trekking in Tibet
The Township and Community High School Movement in Illinois
Literary and Colloquial
Bulletin

Tashi Daknewa was one of LTWA’s resident Tibetan language teachers and with twelve years classroom experience, as well as a one-year sabbatical teaching and studying in the USA, he has developed a keen
awareness of students’ needs. Through diligently noting the many and various questions he has been asked over the years, as well as the answers he gave, he has been able to compile this book, which
illustrates Tibetan grammar from a quite fresh perspective. What he has tried to do is to address the problems that occur in students’ minds when initially presented with Tibetan grammar in the
traditional way.
Conversational English-Tibetan DictionaryConversational English Tibetan DictionaryHippocrene BooksA Tibetan-English DictionaryCourier Corporation
A Survey of Materials for the Study of the Uncommonly Taught Languages: Languages of Eastern Asia
Tibetan
Tibetan-English Dictionary
A Tibetan-English Dictionary : 'Compact Edition
A Tibetan-English Dictionary, with Special Reference to the Prevailing Dialects
Presents an annotated bibliography of general and subject reference books covering the humanities, social and behavioral sciences, history, science, technology, and medicine.
Bordered by the Himalaya on the south and the Karakoram on the west, Tibet offers trekkers an experience like no other. In this updated edition of Trekking in Tibet, McCue prepares us for a sojourn into this mystical, other- worldly land presenting detailed discussions of pre-trip planning, the most
rewarding treks, as well as an educational glimpse into the country's history and culture.
Teaching English to Aliens
Manual of Standard Tibetan
Guide to Reference Books
Conversational English-Tibetan Dictionary
Conversational English Tibetan Dictionary

This highly original and timely collection brings together case studies from salient areas of the Himalayan region to explore the politics of language contact. Promoting a linguistically and historically grounded perspective, The Politics
of Language Contact in the Himalaya offers nuanced insights into language and its relation to power in this geopolitically complex region. Edited by respected scholars in the field, the collection comprises five new research
contributions by established and early-career researchers who have been significantly engaged in the Himalayan region. Grounded in a commitment to theoretically informed area studies, and covering Tibet (China), Assam (India),
and Nepal, each case study is situated within contemporary debates in sociolinguistics, political science, and language policy and planning. Bridging disciplines and transcending nation-states, the volume offers a unique contribution
to the study of language contact and its political implications. The Politics of Language Contact in the Himalaya is essential reading for researchers in the fields of language policy and planning, applied linguistics, and language and
literary education. The detailed introduction and concluding commentary make the collection accessible to all social scientists concerned with questions of language, and the volume as a whole will be of interest to scholars in
anthropology, sociolinguistics, political science and Asian studies.
The liberalization of political and intellectual life in China and the rise of Tibetan exile communities throughout the world have produced a resurgence of spoken and written Tibetan. These developments, together with increasing
contacts between Western scholars and Tibetans, have created a widening circle of English-speakers—in government, business, academia, and elsewhere—who need to speak or write Tibetan with precision and clarity. For these
people, and for others who want to communicate with Tibetans in their own language, Professor Goldstein's Dictionary will be an indispensable aid. The first scholarly English-Tibetan dictionary, as well as the only one that is
semantically sensitive, this work specifies the Tibetan terms that correspond to the submeanings of a single English term. Containing roughly 16,000 main entries, most of which have multiple subentries, the Dictionary treats a total
of 45,000 lexical items. Each entry includes both the written Tibetan orthography and a phonemic notation to indicate pronunciation. Grammatical features are also noted, and all examples of usage are presented with the
romanticization of the written Tibetan and phonemic notation of the spoken forms. An introductory essay familiarizes users with the main features of Tibetan grammar.
Language and Civilization
A Basic Grammar of Modern Spoken Tibetan
A Grammar of the Tibetan Language, in English
To which is Added an English-Tibetan Vocabulary
With Supplement

English=Tibetan colloquial dictionary
First published in 1834, this was the first known dictionary of Tibetan, by the founder of the field of Tibetology. Containing over 20,000 entries with English translations, it begins with
a useful guide to understanding Tibetan words, and the entries themselves are arranged primarily under the language's thirty consonants.
A Bibliography of Textbooks, Dictionaries and Glossaries and Aids to Librarians
A Classified Index to the Literature of Great Britain During Thirty Years Arranged from and Serving as a Key to The London Catalogue of Books, 1814-46, which Contains the Title, Size, Price
and Publisher's Name of Each Work
Trade and Contemporary Society Along the Silk Road
Bibliotheca Londinensis
Jaschke's classic work, first published in 1881 and still invaluable to students, is now reprinted in paperback for the first time. The dictionary is essential for textual interpretation, particularly of Buddhist
philosophy. Sanskrit equivalents are provided.
This English-Tibetan dictionary contains 16,000 main entries and subentries, a total of 45,000 lexical items. The dictionary is primarily oriented to spoken communication and was designed to be semantically sensitive,
bridging the semantic gap between Tibetan and English. Tibetan terms corresponding to submeanings of English subterms are specified, and each entry in the dictionary includes both the Tibetan orthography and a phonemic
notation to indicate pronunciation. Grammatical features are noted, and all examples of usage are presented with the romanization of the Tibetan and phonemic notation of the spoken forms. An introductory essay outlines
the main features of Tibetan grammar. (MSE)
Statistics of Land-grant Colleges and Universities
Report by the Nation Joint Committee on English Representing the Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education of the National Education Association and the National Council of Teahers of English
Bibliographies of Mongolian, Manchu-Tungus, and Tibetan Dictionaries
The Conference on Training for Foreign Service
Bulletin - Bureau of Education

The Tibetan language comprises a wide range of spoken and written varieties whose known history dates from the 7th century AD to the present day. Its speakers inhabit a vast area in Central
Asia and the Himalayas extending into seven modern nation states, while its abundant literature includes much of vital importance to the study of Buddhism. After surveying all the known
varieties of Tibetan, including their geographical and historical background, this book concentrates on a phonological and grammatical description of the modern spoken Lhasa dialect, the
standard spoken variety. The grammatical framework which has been specially devised to describe this variety is then applied to the written varieties of Preclassical and Classical Tibetan,
demonstrating the fundamental unity of the language. The writing system is outlined, though all examples and texts are given in roman script and where appropriate, the International
Phonetic Alphabet. The volume includes a comprehensive bibliography.
Assembled by a missionary during the mid-19th century, this dictionary has an outstanding reputation. Practical and nontechnical, it offers a full sense of Tibetan words in their common
usage. Each word is defined in terms of both its written and conversational usage. An English-Tibetan vocabulary offers pronunciations for hundreds of words.
The Politics of Language Contact in the Himalaya
The New Tibetan-English Dictionary of Modern Tibetan
International Books in Print
????????????????????????????????????
A Grammar of the Tibetan Language
Here the Tibetan words are given in alphabetical order, with their accepted sanskrit equivalents followed by the english meaning. All the technical terms are illustrated from extracts form
sanskrit Buddhist and Tibetan works.
This book provides an ethno-historical study of the trade system in Ladakh (India), a busy entrepôt for Silk Route trade between Central and South Asia. Previously a part of global
networks, Ladakh became an isolated border area as national boundaries were defined and enforced in the mid-20th century. As trade with Central Asia ended, social life in Ladakh was
irrevocably altered. The author's research combines anthropological, historical, and archaeological methods of investigation, using data from primary documents, ethnographic interviews and
participation-observation fieldwork. The result is a cultural history of South and Central Asia, detailing the social lives of historical Ladakhi traders and identifying their community as
a cosmopolitan social group. The relationship between the historical narratives and the modern ethnographic context illustrates how social issues in modern communities are related to those
of the past. It is demonstrated that this relationship depends on both memories, narratives about the past constructed within present social contexts, and legacies, ways in which the past
continues to shape present social interactions. This book will be of particular interest to anthropologists, historians and specialists in South and Central Asian studies, as well as those
interested in historical archaeology, science, sociology, political science and economics.
Called by the Commissioner of Education of the United States, and Held in the City of Washington, December 31, 1915
English=Tibetan colloquial dictionary
A Survey of Materials for the Study of the Uncommonly Taught Languages: Pidgins and Creoles (European based)
Essay Towards a Dictionary, Tibetan and English
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